Abstract. Consider a trader who exchanges one dollar into yen and assume that the exchange rate fluctuates within the interval [m, M ]. The game ends without advance notice, then the trader is forced to exchange all the remaining dollars at the minimum rate m. El-Yaniv et al presented the optimal worst-case threat-based strategy (WTB) for this game [4]. In this paper, under the assumption that the distribution of the maximum exchange rate is known, we provide average-case analyses using all the reasonable optimization measures and derive different optimal algorithms for each of them. Remarkable differences in behavior are as follows: Unlike other algorithms, the average-case threat-based strategy ( 
Introduction
Since online competitive analysis was introduced, there has scarcely been any significant difference in attitude to worst-case performance evaluation of online algorithms. Most studies use, as their performance measure, max OPT ALG or min ALG OPT for maximization problems, where ALG and OPT denote the returns for maximization (the costs for minimization) of an online and an optimal offline algorithm, respectively. (The difference between the two is not essential, both are getting better with the quantity approaching to 1.0.) When it comes to average-case evaluation with an input distribution, what is an adequate measure? A natural extension based on expectations would be E OPT ALG ,
E [OPT] . It might seem that all of them are reasonable and which one to be used is just a matter of taste. In this paper we warn that such an easy choice is in fact quite dangerous by illustrating that the resulting optimal algorithm varies crucially depending on which measure is adopted.
Our problem in this paper is one-way trading [4] . In this problem the trader owns one dollar at the beginning and exchanges it into as much yen as possible, depending on the exchange rate. We assume the range of the exchange-rate fluctuation is guaranteed to be on [m, M ] . Note that the rate does not necessarily reach either m or M . The trader is allowed to exchange an arbitrary amount of dollars to yen on each transaction but not allowed to get dollars back. We also assume that the cost of sampling the exchange rate and the transaction fees are negligible. There is a sudden end of the game at which the trader is obliged to exchange all the remaining dollars at the possible lowest rate m. The trader is not informed in advance when the game ends.
El-Yaniv et al [4] presented the worst-case threat-based algorithm WTB: (i) If the current exchange rate q is the highest thus far, then the trader should exchange . Denoting the returns of an online and an optimal offline algorithms by ALG and OPT, respectively, WTB minimizes the worst-case competitive ratio max OPT ALG (and maximizes min ALG OPT ). They also proved that randomization does not help, i.e., the ratio cannot be improved even if the algorithm is randomized. Thus there does not seem any room for further improvement.
However, it is also true that worst-case analysis is often criticized as too pessimistic, and average-case analysis has always been an interesting research target. For online algorithms as well, several objective functions as presented above have recently appeared in the literature [6] , [11] ,[1],[10], [7] . Our current problem involves a lot of human activities; it seems especially interesting to make an analysis under proper input distributions.
Our Contribution
Our goal in this paper is average-case competitive analyses for one-way trading under several input distributions and performance measures. Our first contribution
